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THE OLD OXFORD OFFICE

OXFORD 2027—15 years from now
We are the most admired real estate
investment and services firm in the
Greater Ann Arbor Area.

This has allowed us to focus on our strengths,
and for everyone in our organization to be an
important part of our community.
It also has allowed us to build on our name
recognition and make Oxford an important
community member that serves the Ann
Arbor community on all levels. When people
think Oxford, they know we are here to stay,
that we believe in our community, and that we
work to make our community a place where
everyone wants to be located. They make
their decisions not on moving their office or
apartment across the street just to save a
few dollars, they make their decisions based
on whether they are in an Oxford building –
because they know they are getting the best,
for them and for their community.

Our formula is simple: instead of putting the
day-to-day focus on acquiring, developing
and maintaining assets, we focus on hiring,
developing and maintaining great people.
This formula creates a happy, energetic and
inspired workplace. In turn, we are able to
deliver incredible service to our customers
and clients. Our customers range from
our commercial and apartment tenants,
to homeowners and building owners who
utilize our maintenance services. By keeping
our customers happy, we avoid the travails
that most traditional real estate companies
face: turnover, late payments, lawsuits
and a general void of personality. We have
personality, and everyone in town knows
it. Our clients benefit from having well-run
properties with high occupancy.

We are the dominant force in all areas of
investment real estate in the area. Our
expertise spans from managing single-family
homes and student apartments to retail centers
and oﬃce complexes. We oversee the largest
local portfolios in every area we manage.
We’re seen by our fellow professionals as the
experts in all areas of investment real estate
– we are THE go-to company when it comes

We have expanded to two other cities outside
of Michigan but we’ve maintained a special
emphasis on our home – the greater Ann
Arbor area.
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to bricks and mortar and professional real
estate services.

work. Yet we are much more productive than
the old days. We set our standards high and
enjoy reaching our goals. No one stares at the
clock. People give no thought about putting
in extra hours to get a project done on time
because everyone loves what they do and
they are dedicated to their work. There is no
pressure to be 100% productive every minute
of every day. Communication is open, honest,
and proactive. We understand that we’re not
all wired the same and we’ve incorporated
the Predictive Index into our environment so
that we can learn to communicate with team
members who may see the world diﬀerently
than we do.

PEOPLE
We hire the best, train like crazy,
and go above and beyond to treat
people well.
We are hearty in our praise, mentoring
and always trying to help people improve.
Our people are sincerely happy, and it is so
eﬀortless and natural for everyone to work
together that it hardly seems like work at
all. We have perfected profit sharing, and
everyone wants to see everyone else succeed,
resulting in our overall success. We take care
of them and they take care of themselves –
maintaining a healthy, balanced lifestyle is
easy at Oxford with free gym access, personal
trainers and a variety of employee wellness
programs. Along with our reinvestment in our
people and our sharing through big bonuses,
we’re also able to provide more perks than
most companies in town, such as surprise chair
massages, significant 401k contributions, flex
time, and parties.

With such a diverse range of services
provided through Oxford, we have the ability
to help most people find a career, not just a
job. We value continuing education - both
professional and personal - and believe that
given the opportunity our people will strive to
better themselves. We encourage advanced
education and provide tuition assistance to
help our people achieve their educational
goals, without requiring they be “job-related”.
We believe education leads to better people,
and a better team – and we encourage our
people to seek their passion, even if it means
they pursue career paths diﬀerent than what
they had originally intended. Several staﬀ
members who have been with Oxford since
the beginning have grown to be executives
within the company and have achieved great
things. Many of our people have become
friends for life, even if their ultimate career
choices take them on diﬀerent paths.

Ours is a culture of accountability and no
politics, where people have time to think and
speak what they have on their mind without
being judged. We have time to learn – we
can read and think and grow. The oﬃce is a
fun and engaging place where people enjoy
being. People feel encouraged to share their
ideas,
and don’t feel overwhelmed at

OXFORD IN 2011 16 EMPLOYEES

OXFORD IN 2017 80 EMPLOYEES
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SERVICE

COMMUNITY
Oxford and Ann Arbor go hand-inhand.

Our people are happy and it shows
in how they treat everyone else.

We are such an integral part of the community
that it’s hard to find something going on
that Oxford isn’t a part of. Every one of our
properties is immaculate and the neighbors
all appreciate it. Even in areas where the
other student properties are poorly kept.
We frequently are the lead sponsor for many
local non-profit events and most of these
non- profits have our staﬀ on their boards.
We support any individual in the company
who takes a large role in a local non-profit.
We’ve become deeply involved in area nonprofits, both financially and by organizing
company wide volunteer efforts. We are
often recognized for our eﬀorts. We continue
to receive all sorts of awards, ranging from
additional Historic District Awards, to being
voted the “Best Landlord on Campus” by the
Michigan Daily year after year.

We care. We love being admired yet we’re
humble about it. Our clients and customers
are our loyal fans, and they love the way
we help out with anything that needs to be
addressed. Because they know we’re sincere
about having amazingly happy customers,
our brand of service goes right to the heart of
people. We regularly find ourselves picking up
a piece of trash when walking by one of our
properties, holding a door open for a customer,
sending a thank you, etc. We encourage our
customers to tell us what we can improve and
jump at the chance to fix any problem. We are
constantly looking at our properties and asking
ourselves what we can do to make them more
attractive and more enjoyable to our tenants,
our neighbors and the community. From
renovating a lobby or replacing a roof or
planting flowers to just changing where the
soap dispenser is in the bathroom – we’re

BUILDINGS OF
OXFORD COMPANIES
IN

ANN ARBOR
2012
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never complacent and we know that the
tastes of our customers are always evolving.

Oxford has a reputation for honesty and
fairness, or in a word, integrity. We have
developed systems and forms that are
transparent, easy to understand, and fair. Our
contracts, leases and other agreements are
seldom negotiated (except for deal specific
issues), and people recognize they are fair
and trust in our integrity.

Our leadership in craftsmanship and
cultivating the best use for each property
motivates surrounding property owners to reevaluate how they maintain their properties,
further enhancing the neighborhoods we
operate in.

While we have always been the best at
Our reputation
analyzing, acquiring and turning around
has
reached
CORE VALUES
existing properties, we have developed
a level where
systems to provide the absolute best possible
Constant Improvement customers don’t
level of customer service related to any bricks
Respectful & Accountable mind
paying
and mortar transaction. Our service delivery
Exceed Expectations
a
premium
capability, where one phone call solves all
because
they
Work Together
of your problems, allows us the next step of
know
that
the turnaround process – a long-term view
they’re going to get a level of service unlike
that we are in the business of developing
anywhere else. No more commodity real
relationships with our clients. And it’s not just
estate – people no longer see work or living
about the service delivery itself – we take the
space simply in terms of what it costs, but
time to talk to our clients and get to know
rather based on who will answer the phone
them. They know we care.
when they need assistance, and how they will
be treated. People seek out Oxford owned/
Constantly improving our service delivery
managed buildings – and every one of our
also puts a lot of demand on technology.
buildings has a sign or plaque on it identifying
We’re constantly looking for ways to be more
it as one of ours. Our portfolio occupancy
eﬃcient and our IT team is always developing
stays at least five percentage points above the
new ways for us to stay connected to our
rest of the market year after year. We always
customers, clients, and each other. Technology
have a backlog of work
– people would rather
THE OLD ARCH OFFICE
wait another day for
Oxford to be involved
than to hire another
company
(although
they don’t have to!).
Our clients know that
if we can save them
money, whether by
buying insurance in
bulk or adding energy
efficient green features
to their property, we do
it as a matter of course –
taking those extra steps
is just part of who we
are.
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Oxford Companies has grown to over 250
full-time team members. This doesn’t include
many of our children who have learned to
be- come better people over their summer
vacations by working for the diﬀerent
companies within Oxford.

NICKELS ARCADE

We decided long ago not to limit our growth
to the finite number of buildings in our
market. Neither the square footage nor value
of our portfolio keep us from increasing our
revenues and adding great people. Instead,
we are adding related companies to the mix.
When we began this vision, we had four
companies (OPM, Arch, ODB, and Bluestone).
We’ve now grown to between eight and
twelve companies, and we’ve expanded into
a variety of related services with the core goal
of helping people with the needs related to
bricks and mortar.

has made everything paperless and seamless.
We’ve become nearly paperless in our oﬃce.
Everything is done electronically. Printers and
fax machines disappeared years ago. Today,
we don’t even have filing cabinets, pens,
pencils, or paper anywhere.

INVESTMENTS

In some cases, this has been accomplished by
partnering with companies that we believe
are the best at what they do, and they believe
in and operate in synergy with our core
values, mission, and vision. Our new business
partners own some of the most successful
real-estate-related service companies in the
area, and many of our staﬀ take advantage
of the discount on these services that comes
with working at Oxford.

Our investors are many, including
hundreds of members of our
company.
We provide constant, steady returns. All of
our assets and businesses are wrapped up in
a single privately held REIT.
We take a low-risk approach to acquisition.
We use lower leverage than most buyers,
seeking instead long-term returns with an
eye to piecing together parcels for future
redevelopment. This has allowed us to
create an extremely stable asset base which
eliminates negative fluctuations in our staﬃng.
Investing with us is more liquid than ever, and
because the companies and buildings are
blended into a single investment, everyone
has a single, unified goal – virtually eliminating
the potential for conflicts of interest.

Oxford Design/Build has grown significantly.
We’ve convinced many local clients that open
book construction is the way to go and they
have been thrilled with the results. Clients
have greater trust in the construction process
when they can see what all of the costs are
and know that we are their advocate. Our
construction company handles everything
from overseeing home remodels for clients
(we don’t do the work directly but we act
as the client’s representative) to multi-story,
ground-up new construction.

GROWTH

Oxford Home Services is now serving homes all
over Washtenaw County and the surrounding
area. It is the dominant force in home
management services, appliance repair, lawn

We continue to grow the company, and
not just through the acquisition of real
estate.
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and that’s such a
key piece: it has
been said that our
people deliver
maintenance
service the way
Zingerman’s
delivers deli
services.
We’ve already built
several groundup properties,
including earlier
projects like the
apartments above
the Galleria, the
KMS expansion,
and the new
Oxford tower at
Fifth & Liberty.
Twenty five stories
tall and more than
300,000 square
feet of space, with
a Peninsula hotel
and conference
center on 15 of
those stories, and
our corporate
offices at the top.
It’s the centerpiece
of Ann Arbor with
the finest shops
and restaurants, and underground parking.
It has been heralded as one of the most
beautiful architectural masterpieces
in Michigan.

THE ARCH PORTFOLIO - 2012
care, and emergency home services. Its loyal
following also looks for Oxford Companies as
a key part to their financial portfolio when
diversifying into real estate investments.
Vendors line up to work with us and we
have first priority with the most sought after
artisans because they know they will always
be treated well, be respected, be paid quickly
and have fun working with our team.

LONG-TERM
STABILITY

The University Facilities Department
continues to increase the amount of work
that it subcontracts out to us. We’re saving
them money and their staff has never been
happier with the service they’re receiving –

Our debt is low and our cash flow
is high – bonuses are big at Oxford
because profits are big.
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change, the majority of us stuck together
and made it work. In the end, we’ve created
something that is good for our customers,
clients, community, and especially the people
here at Oxford.

No one transaction can hurt us – we’re big
enough where the deals that once had a
significant impact on our bottom line are
just regular occurrences today. No major
transaction will make or break us – we’ve
created an institutional level of stability.
A tremendous amount of our cash flow is
reinvested in the company, either by acquiring
more assets, further developing our systems,
or developing new platforms for IT. We’re
known as innovators.

We have become the most admired real
estate investment and services firm in the
area.

CONCLUSION
The last fifteen years have been amazing –
fun to watch and wonderful to be a part of.
That’s not to say that there wasn’t a lot of
difficulty and stress along the way. We knew
that there would be times when we would
question how we could hold it all together.
We knew there would be frustration between
the departments as we worked through
systems. And while there were some who
didn’t have the energy to work through the
THE NEW OXFORD OFFICE
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